Kurt Krueger       11:11 AM
If we don’t want to use a short Meditation/visualization or music to open Sacred Space. WHat do you think about Prompting participants to do so BEFORE the Session?

This question has been answered live

Kurt Krueger       11:44 AM
FUTURIST thinking: How would we design a FULL world society modeled after Mother Nature?

This question has been answered live

Anonymous Attendee       11:48 AM
Can we have some webistes for Bradley please xxx

Valerie A. Luzadis       11:50 AM
nusawise.org

Crystal       11:56 AM
in the U.S. we learned that democracy relies on educateed masses which sounds akin to the citizens of wisdom and benevolence Bradley describes.  However, the educstional system has not produced these citizens. Can the panel describe what kind of educational systems would or how to educate for wisdom and benevolence — home?  Where and how?  In children . . . individual adult choice?

This question has been answered live

Stanley Pokras Pokras (You)       11:57 AM
In response to the activity in the Humanity Rising chats, the ChatPeople have been gathering after each Humanity Rising session.
Additionally we have been communicating though an email list, now with over 50 members.
In order to help make our interaction more useful, I have been publishing a summary of each day's session including the Humanity Rising Chat, the ChatPeople's Chat and a link to the recorded ChatPeople's Zoom session and a link to the day's Humanity Rising recording.
Write to me and I will send you a link to the after session call and add you to the ChatPeople's email list. And Thanks to Jim and all the people and presenters at Humanity Rising. The Chat People love you.
--  stan@communitymagic.org

Shannon McArthur       12:00 PM
How do we infect the common-man /woman with the virus of curiousity, the ability of Science to be the anti-viral / answer, and awareness of their intrinsic part of the healing of the One we are?

Daniela Manuschevich is going to answer this question live.

Liliane Mavridara       12:10 PM
Could we have contact info for the speakers please, either website or other? Thank you.

Daniela Manuschevich       12:14 PM
You can find me here https://centrosocioambiental.cl/

Victoria Schwarz Schwarz       12:17 PM
Valerie, I would really like you to have this discussion for scientists and non scientists alike, a course with UU. I am loving and hanging on to every word, science and Mystery school. You ARE credible! Trust! Go for it. We need you!

Valerie A. Luzadis       12:23 PM
I would love to do that.

Stanley Pokras Pokras (You)       12:19 PM
Collaboration is something that Science has been doing for 500 years. The letters and the journals that Science has been using are wonderful and have built so much of our society.
Another component of the Journal system is the cataloging, indexing and categorizing industry. Science citations and other forms of indexing has been critical to the success of Science. 
Now, with the appearance of the many Global gatherings such as Humanity Rising the collection of references needs to be opened to the public. 
In response to this need, the indexed and categorized website called OtherNetworks.org invites everyone to add references to the body of knowledge. OtherNetworks has recently begun collecting information, building on a regional service called Wikidelphia.org.
Your references can be shared through OtherNetworks.org by using this link which is also available on the Main Page of OtherNetworks:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CK9CGKZ
Thank you for your wonderful contributions to the body of world knowledge.

Dr. Carroy (Cuf) Ferguson       12:21 PM
CORVID seems not to care about our values or dogmas or rituals & in the U.S. we seem to have a president that does not appear to value science.  Given this apparent context with CORVID, can scientists view themselves as those who are simply trying to figure out how best to engage and communicate with it so that it does not do more harm to the human body?

This question has been answered live

Paul Coleman       12:33 PM
Do you think there should be a special field of science, translation science, where people are taught how to explain to the common people what the scientist and science are saying.

This question has been answered live
